Assessing image quality in effective Poisson's ratio elastography and poroelastography: I.
The quality of strain estimates in elastography is typically quantified by several quality factors such as the elastographic signal-to-noise ratio, the elastographic contrast-to-noise ratio and the spatial axial and lateral resolutions. While theoretical and simulation works have led to established upper bounds of these image quality factors in axial strain elastography, the performance limitations of lateral strain elastography, effective Poisson's ratio elastography and poroelastography are still not well understood. In this paper, we investigate the theoretical upper bounds of image quality of effective Poisson's ratio elastography starting from an analysis of the performance limitations of axial strain and lateral strain elastography. In the companion paper, we extend our investigation to the theoretical upper bounds of image quality of poroelastography. In both these papers, we also analyse the application of techniques that can be used to improve the performance of these poroelastographic techniques under various experimental conditions.